How to Get to Saarbrücken

Airports:

Saarbrücken Airport (SCN):
direct connections from airports in Berlin Tegel (TXL), Hamburg (HAM), Luxembourg (LUX), and other European cities → connection to city center by bus or taxi (approx. 15-20 min),
→ Saarbrücken Airport Website

Attention international travelers: It is possible to book your flight to Saarbrücken (SCN) with Air Berlin from several major cities in Europe, the U.S., Africa, and Asia (via Berlin) and check your luggage through to Saarbrücken (SCN)
→ Air Berlin Website

Frankfurt Airport (FRA):
train connection to Saarbrücken (approx. 2 hours),
→ Frankfurt Airport Website

Luxembourg Airport (LUX)
bus connection to Saarbrücken (approx. 1 hour) or flight connection to Saarbrücken Airport,
→ Luxembourg Airport Website

Paris Airport Charles De Gaulle (CDG):
train connection to Saarbrücken (approx. 3 hours),
→ Paris Airport Website

Frankfurt Hahn (HHN):
Flight connections for example from London Stansted and Dublin.
Connection to Saarbrücken by bus and train (approx. 2.5 hours, sometimes longer),
→ Frankfurt Hahn Website
Train connections:
Train connections for example from Frankfurt Airport (approx. 2 hours) or Paris Airport Charles De Gaulle (3 hours). For connections from other destinations (within Germany) check Website of the Germany railway company [Deutsche Bahn](#).

By car:
You can easily reach Saarbrücken on the Autobahn via the following routes: A1 (from the North, e.g. via Trier), A6 (from the East, e.g. via Mannheim or Kaiserslautern), A620 (from the direction of Luxembourg), or A4/E50 (from France, e.g. Metz, Paris or Strasbourg)